We give an exhaustive characterization of the topology of band structures in class AI, using nonsymmorphic space group 33 (P na21) as a representative example where a great variety of symmetry protected line-nodal structures can be formed. We start with the topological classification of all linenodal structures given through the combinatorics of valence irreducible representations (IRREPs) at a few high-symmetry points (HSPs) at a fixed filling. We decompose the total topology of nodal valence band bundles through the local topology of elementary (i.e. inseparable) nodal structures and the global topology that constrains distinct elementary nodal elements over the Brillouin zone (BZ). Generalizing from the cases of simple point nodes and simple nodal lines (NLs), we argue that the local topology of every elementary nodal structure is characterized by a set of poloidaltoroidal charges, one monopole, and one thread charge (when threading the BZ torus), while the global topology only allows pairs of nontrivial monopole and thread charges. We show that all these charges are given in terms of symmetry protected topological invariants, defined through quantized Wilson loop phases over symmetry constrained momentum loops, which we derive entirely algebraically from the valence IRREPs at the HSPs. In particular, we find highly connected line-nodal structures, line-nodal monopole pairs, and line-nodal thread pairs, that are all protected by the unitary crystalline symmetries only. Furthermore, we show symmetry preserving topological Lifshitz transitions through which independent NLs can be connected, disconnected, or linked. Our work constitutes a heuristic approach to the systematic topological classification and characterization of all momentum space line-nodal structures protected by space group symmetries in class AI.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of classifying and characterizing topological phases of matter, taking into account the symmetries of the system, is playing a very central role in the most recent developments of solid state theory. Since the prediction of topological insulators protected by time reversal symmetry (TRS) [1] [2] [3] , the scope of topological classification of gapped quantum phases with symmetries has been extended in many directions. Symmetry protected topological phases, including both insulators and superconductors but only considering the noninteracting case with short-range entanglement [4] , have been classified in the Altland-Zirnbauer tenfold-way [5] [6] [7] for TRS, particle-hole symmetry, and chiral symmetry. The common conceptual framework for further classification in momentum space of fully gapped phases and of stable nodal phases was early advocated by Volovik [8] and has since then also been integrated within the tenfoldway [9] [10] [11] . However, even though the classification of topological semimetals protected by all the symmetries present in crystalline materials has been the subject of intense activity in the last few years it is still far from complete.
The aim of this work is to provide a fully systematic scheme for the classification of topological crystalline bulk nodal phases of which nonsymmorphic space groups constitute the largest subset. Very early on, Michel and Zak [12] [13] [14] [15] showed that nonsymmorphic space groups host band permutations under reciprocal lattice transla- * adrien.bouhon@physics.uu.se tions that must be accompanied by symmetry protected band crossings. Higher dimensional essential degeneracies at special high symmetry points, lines, or planes of the BZ boundary in nonsymmorphic space groups is a well-known and direct consequence of the existence of projective representations of the crystal symmetries acting on the Bloch eigenfunctions at those momenta [16] . What Michel and Zak also showed is that the combination of several non-commuting nonsymmorphic symmetries naturally leads to symmetry protected band crossings beyond essential degeneracies, i.e. band crossing points (lines) that are entirely free to move on highsymmetry lines (planes), but cannot be globally removed from the BZ. This has very recently been revived in the modern context of topological semimetals [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
In this work we consider as an important case study the nonsymmorphic space group 33 or P na2 1 in class AI (denoted SG33-AI) [5, 6] , i.e. assuming TRS and neglecting spin-orbit coupling, such that spin is unimportant. Due to the combination of one screw and two glide symmetries that do not commute one with an other, SG33 allows a great variety of symmetry protected NLs formed by the crossing of bands over the whole BZ and is thus a very illustrative example. To be specific, we call a nodal structure the locus of band-crossing momenta over the BZ at a fixed filling, i.e. for a fixed number of valence states and constant over the BZ. Since all the essential degeneracies are well-known and found in the tables of space group representations, see e.g. Ref. [16, 35] , we here focus exclusively on the nonessential symmetry protected band crossings.
We perform a completely exhaustive characterization of the bulk topology for any band structure in SG33-AI that supports symmetry protected nodal structures. This is achieved first through a topological classification of all band structures, only given a fixed total number of bands and entirely in terms of combinatoric sets of the valence band irreducible representations (IRREPs) at only a few active high-symmetry points (HSPs). Then, for each topological class of band structures, we determine the corresponding nodal structure imposed by the compatibility relations and band permutation rules over the whole BZ. In general we find composed nodal structures that can be split into indivisible elementary nodal structures. We also decompose the total topology of nodal valence band bundles in the local topology of elementary nodal structures and the global topology that constrains the local topology of distinct nodal elements over the BZ. Generalizing from the cases of simple point nodes and a simple NL, we argue that the local topology of every elementary nodal structure is characterized by a set of poloidal-toroidal charges, one monopole, and one thread charge. We show that the global topology originating from the geometry of the BZ itself imposes that only pairs of nontrivial monopole and thread charges can be realized. We then show that all the local charges are given in terms of symmetry protected topological invariants obtained from quantized Wilson loop phases over symmetry constrained momentum loops. We show that all these topological invariants can be computed entirely algebraically knowing only the valence IRREPs at the HSPs. At the core of our approach is thus the combination of space group representation theory [16, 35] with the Wilson loop techniques [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] and it is therefore also straightforwardly extendable to any other space group.
For the SG33-AI we find highly connected line-nodal structures characterized by multiple poloidal charges, line-nodal monopole pairs, and line-nodal thread pairs that are protected by the unitary crystalline symmetries only. This notably extends previous line-nodal monopoles discussions, where one anti-unitary symmetry was crucial [45] [46] [47] [48] . We also show that symmetry preserving topological Lifshitz transitions are easily achievable, through which independent NLs can be connected, disconnected, or even linked in which case also nontrivial toroidal charges are present. Furthermore, we find that no topological insulator phases are allowed in SG33-AI, which makes this topological classification and characterization of the nodal band structures exhaustive in this system.
The philosophy of the initial part of our work is similar to several proposals that have been made towards a systematic topological classification of band structures for a given space group, taking as an input the set of valence IRREPs at relevant HSPs and combined with the compatibility relations over the BZ [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . An extension of this has also been recently proposed [58] [59] [60] [61] , also considered in [54] , showing that the knowledge of the sub-lattice degrees of freedom composing the bands is sometimes needed in order to distinguish topologically inequivalent band structures. A complementary task is however to systematically give the algebraic computation of the symmetry protected topological invariants in terms of the valence IRREPs. This was initiated by Fu and Kane [62] who derived the algebraic expression of the Z 2 invariants of centrosymmetric topological insulators in terms of inversion symmetry eigenvalues. Later Chern numbers were also shown to be computable algebraically from point symmetry eigenvalues [37] , see also Refs. [38, 39, 41-43, 50, 51, 63] . In this work we combine and also extend these two disparate sets of previous works when we combine a topological classification of the nodal band structures with algebraic computation of all the symmetry protected topological invariants characterizing the nodal structure topology.
The remainder of the article is organized in the following way. In Section II we present the topological classification of all symmetry protected line-nodal structures for SG33-AI. This is done through the combinatorics of valence IRREP sets constrained by all the compatibility relations and band permutations over the BZ. In Section III we present the problem of the topological characterization of nodal structures in a formal way using a homotopy approach. This leads to the definitions of the local poloidal-toroidal charges and the monopole and thread charges of any elementary nodal structure. In Section IV we derive all necessary symmetry protected topological invariants for SG33-AI, given as quantized Wilson loop phases over symmetry-constrained momentum loops and derived algebraically directly from the valence IRREPs. In Sections V and VI we discuss in detail all the symmetry protected nodal structures obtained from four and eight bands, respectively, at half-filling. We show explicitly that all the local charges of a nodal structure (poloidal-toroidal, monopole, and thread) are determined by the previously defined symmetry protected topological invariants. In Section VI F we also discuss symmetry preserving topological Lifshitz transitions through which independent NLs can be connected, disconnected, or even linked. Finally, in Section VII we give a few brief concluding remarks.
II. SYMMETRY PROTECTED LINE-NODAL STRUCTURES FOR SG33-AI
We start with presenting the topological classification of all band structures, for fixed total band number N and valence band number N v , in terms of combinatoric sets of valence IRREPs for SG33-AI. We show that only the few active HSPs {Γ, Z, S, R} is needed, see also Refs. [52, 53] . For each band structure class and fixed valence band number we determine the corresponding nodal structure imposed by the compatibility relations and band permutation rules over the BZ.
A. Building blocks of any band structure
The nonsymmorphic space group SG33 (Pna2 1 ) [64] exhibits a great variety of symmetry-protected line-nodal structures. SG33 is composed of a primitive orthorhombic Bravais lattice and three nonsymmorphic symmetries; one screw axis and two glide planes, that take the form {g|τ g } with the point group elements g ∈ C 2v = {E, C 2z , m y , m x } and the fractional translations τ z = a 3 /2, τ y = (a 1 + a 2 )/2, τ x = (a 1 + a 2 + a 3 )/2, where {a i } i=1,2,3 are the primitive lattice vectors with their duals in reciprocal space written {b i } i=1, 2, 3 . In this work we also keep within the AI class, thus assuming TRS and neglect spin-orbit coupling.
Analyzing the topology of the band structures the different high-symmetry regions in the BZ play a crucial role. Figure 1(a) shows the HSPs and high-symmetry lines while Fig. 1 (b) labels the planes (σ 1,..., 6 ) of the fundamental domain. Since SG33 has a single Wyckoff position with no symmetry, the set of all IRREPs at Γ must split into n ∈ N copies of the four one-dimensional (1D) IRREPs of C 2v {Γ 1 , Γ 2 , Γ 3 , Γ 4 } defined by the character table in Fig. 1(c) . Likewise, the set of all 2D IRREPs at the HSPs p ∈ {Z, S, R} of the BZ boundary splits into N copies of the two projective IRREPs {p 5 , p 6 }, also defined in Fig. 1(c) [16, 35] . Importantly, the remaining HSPs {X, Y, T, U} allow only a unique IRREP, fourfold degenerate at U and twofold degenerate at the other points. We call the HSPs that allow inequivalent IRREPs, i.e. {Γ, Z, S, R} active, while those that only allow a single IRREP, i.e. {X, Y, T, U} are then inactive.
It is convenient to split the high-symmetry lines (HSLs) into three subsets as shown in Fig. 1(a) : the active lines B Γ = {Σ, ∆, Λ, A} (orange) and B R = {P, Q} (blue), and the remaining inactive lines B Γ-R (black). Since only a unique 2D IRREP is allowed on each highsymmetry line of B Γ-R [16, 35] symmetry protected band crossings are excluded on that region of the BZ. Also, B Γ and B R are symmetry independent since there is no constraint between their IRREPs. Indeed, the compatibility relations map the IRREPs of B Γ and B R to the single IRREP of the intermediary region B Γ−R .
Furthermore, time reversal symmetry T combined with the nonsymmorphic space symmetry group G leads to the enlarged group of symmetries G × {E, T }. Since the spectrum is invariant under complex conjugation the band structure is symmetric under the effective k-space point symmetry group C 2v × {E, I} = D 2h where I is the space inversion. Indeed, combining any unitary point symmetry g ∈ {E, C 2z , m y , m x } with time reversal, we obtain the anti-unitary symmetry T * g = aK with the unitary transformation a = gI ∈ {I, m z , C 2y , C 2x } and the complex conjugation K. In the following we implicitly consider the extended group of k-space point symmetries g ∈ D 2h satisfied by the band structure. Note that while the effect of the anti-unitary symmetries on the spectrum is trivial, it is not on the eigenvectors as they are in general complex. This explains some of the essential degeneracies at HSPs and HSLs of SG33-AI [16, 35] . We use a short notation for the point unitary symmetries g ∈ {1, z, y, x} = {E, C 2z , m y , m x } = C 2v , but keep the full symbols for the effective band structure symmetries coming from TRS, i.e. g ∈ {I, m z , C 2y , C 2x }.
It can be shown that any 4N -band structure for SG33-AI can be reconstructed by hand from the list of energ-TABLE I. Band permutation rules in BΓ and BR, as well as compatibility relations from S and R onto Q ⊂ BR. The permutation rule P pb i L = (p1p2) reads as the permutation between the two bands with IRREPs p1 and p2 at the HSP p under a reciprocal lattice translation bi along the HSL L. 
ordered IRREPs at the active HSPs {Γ, Z, S, R}, making use of (i) the band permutation rules of Table I , and (ii) the compatibility relations from the HSPs into the HSLs defined by the character tables of Fig. 1(c) and Table I . The guiding rules (i) and (ii) are illustrated in the four band example in Fig. 1(d) . Since the proof is in complete analogy to the one given in detail for another space group in Ref. [53] we do not repeat it here. However, we still discuss in detail two examples, one with four bands and one with eight bands. The generalization to 4N bands is straightforward. Also, we concentrate exclusively on the symmetry-protected band crossings that go beyond the essential degeneracies [65] , since the latter are systematically listed in space group representation tables, see e.g. Ref. [16, 35] . In the following we arbitrarily split the band structures of N -band subspaces into N v valence (i.e. occupied) states and N − N v conduction (unoccupied) states and fix N v over the whole BZ, where we refer to N v = N/2 as half-filling. We then characterize the symmetry protected nodal structures that result from the crossings between valence and conduction bands. Strictly speaking this would require a k-dependent Fermi level, but, as we argue in Section III, this is the appropriate conceptual construction in order the characterize the topology of any band nodal structure. The relationship between this abstract construction and a proper Fermi surface, i.e. the iso-energy cross-section of a band structure, is briefly addressed in Section VII.
B. Four-band subspace
Compatibility relations and symmetry protected band crossings
We start with the case of a four-band subspace, i.e. four bands separated from the other bands by an energy band gap from above and from below. Fig. 1(d) shows one numerical example obtained from a tight-binding model, where we included enough terms such that all artificial degeneracies are lifted. In the following we show in detail how the compatibility relations and the band permutation rules over the different regions of the BZ lead to the band structure of Fig. 1(d) .
Let us start with the HSLs of B Γ . The compatibility relations from the IRREPs of the HSP Γ to the IRREPs of the HSL Σ are given by Γ 1 , Γ 2 → Σ a and Γ 3 , Γ 4 → Σ b , i.e. for k ∈ Σ (with the little co-group G Σ = {E, m y })
we have {my|τy} |ψ Γj →Σν , k = λ ν (k)|ψ Γj →Σν , k with the eigenvalues λ ν (k) = s ν e −ik·τy for ν = a, b chosen such that s a = +1 and s b = −1 according to the character tables of Fig. 1(c) . Overall, Fig. 1(d) realizes the permutation (13)(24) along the HSL Σ. Because of the little co-group of the HSP X on the BZ boundary, G X = C 2v , the symmetry protected crossings between the bands Γ 1 and Γ 3 and between the bands Γ 2 and Γ 4 must occur at X itself. Actually, the doubly degenerated points on X are part of lines of double degeneracy over the whole HSLs XS and XU . Since these are well known essential degeneracies listed in e.g. Ref. [16, 35] , we do not further discuss them. The discussion is similar along the HSL ∆ which has the little co-group G ∆ = {E, m x } and the band permutation (12)(34).
The HSL Λ, with the little co-group G Λ = C 2v , only admits the band permutation (12)(34), as seen in Table I . Also, there are two distinct doubly degenerate IRREPs at Z: Z 5 , giving the crossing point along Λ of the bands Γ 1 → Λ 1 and Γ 2 → Λ 2 , and Z 6 , giving the crossing point of the bands Γ 3 → Λ 3 and Γ 4 → Λ 4 , see Fig. 1(d) . Interestingly, the combination of the three band permutations along Σ, ∆ and Λ aways lead to an unavoidable pair of band crossing points (it forms a pair because one point has its image under C 2z or m x ). The crossing points are set only by the energy ordering of the IRREPs at Γ and at Z for the four band case. For the example in Fig. 1(d) it occurs along Σ, and marked by a small square. Contrary to essential degeneracies, these crossings are free to move along the high-symmetry line Σ. Since, given the energy ordering of IRREPs at Γ, the crossing must happen between the bands Γ 2 → Σ a and Γ 3 → Σ b that have distinct m y -symmetry characters, the crossing is necessarily protected by symmetry. Actually, the whole plane at k x = 0, σ 5 , is invariant under m y , i.e. it has the same little co-group as the line Σ (Σ ⊂ σ 5 ). It thus follows that the pair of crossing points on Σ are never gapped when we move away from Σ within σ 5 . Therefore, there must be a pair of NLs on σ 5 crossing the line Σ. The HSL Q is also special because of the compatibility relations that hold between the two 2D IRREPs at S (S 5 , S 6 ) and at R (S 5 , S 6 ), see Table I . They guarantee the crossing point on Q marked by a triangle in Fig. 1(d) . Depending on the relative energy ordering of the IRREPs at S and R, the crossing happens between the bands Q 2 and Q 3 or between the bands Q 1 and Q 4 . In both cases, the crossing point must continue over the m x -invariant plane σ 6 leading to a (nonessential) NL on the BZ boundary. Because of the fourfold degeneracy at U, i.e. a double point node, the NLs on σ 3 and on σ 6 must cross at U, as marked by a circle in Fig. 1(d) . Note that U is both the crossing point of these two nonessential NLs on the planes σ 3 and σ 6 and of two essential NLs (on HSLs A and P).
In Fig. 1 (d) and throughout this whole work, we use the following convention: square ( ) marks a point node that is part of a nonessential NL belonging to a m yinvariant high-symmetry plane, triangle ( ) marks a point node that is part of a nonessential NL belonging to a m x -invariant high-symmetry plane, and circle ( ) marks a point node that is the section of two nonessential NLs, one belonging to a m y -invariant highsymmetry plane and one belonging to a m x -invariant high-symmetry plane.
IRREP combinatorics and nodal structures
In Fig. 2(a) we show the position in k-space of the NLs occurring at half-filling over the whole BZ. From the discussion it is clear that the nodal structure is fully determined by the energy ordering of the IRREPs at only the Γ and Z points for four bands. Exhausting the combinatoric possibilities of these IRREPs ordering, we show in Fig. 2 all the inequivalent line-nodal structures [66] . Fig. 2(a) , which corresponds to the band structure of Fig. 1(d) , is formed by splitting the IRREPs at Γ into the groups {Γ 1 , Γ 2 } (valence) and {Γ 3 , Γ 4 } (conduction) and by setting E Z5 < E Z6 . Now considering all the other ways of ordering the IRREPs at Γ and Z, leads to the remaining inequivalent symmetry protected linenodal structures in Fig. 2 . Splitting the IRREPs into {Γ 1 , Γ 3 } and {Γ 2 , Γ 4 } gives the NLs of Fig. 2(b) . Here one NL on the m y -invariant plane σ 3 (and its image under m z ) crosses the line Λ (compared to Σ in Fig. 2(a) ), while the nonessential NL on the BZ boundary remains. Notably, this case is actually independent of the IRREP ordering at Z. Instead splitting the IRREPs into {Γ 1 , Γ 4 } and {Γ 2 , Γ 3 } gives the NLs of Fig. 2(c) with the NL pair on σ 3 of Fig. 2 (b) but now also connected by another NL on the perpendicular plane σ 5 with the two connection points on Λ. These connection points are simple point nodes, i.e. only twofold degenerate. The NL on the BZ boundary remains. Similarly to the case Fig. 2(b) , the nodal structure is independent of the IRREP ordering at Z.
Taking again the IRREPs splitting at Γ in Fig. 2(a) , but now exchanging the IRREPs at Z, we get Fig. 2(d) . This results in two new crossing point pairs on Λ since the two valence bands at Γ ({Γ 1 , Γ 2 }) must now instead connect with the conduction band at Z (Z 5 ). These crossings are only protected on the m y -invariant plane σ 3 leading to two independent NLs coexisting on σ 3 . We also note the presence of eight accidental isolated point-nodes inside the BZ, which we discuss in details in Section V when we address the local topology of the nodal structures. Finally, reusing the IRREP ordering of Fig. 2(d Fig. 2 (a) corresponds to the band structure of Fig. 1(d) .
These crossings are protected on both the m x -invariant plane σ 5 and the m y -invariant plane σ 3 . This explains the higher connectivity of the nodal structure in Fig. 2(e) , where a small extra NL connects the two independent NLs of σ 3 .
C. Eight-band subspace
We have already seen above that band structures of a four-band subspace with SG33 must be connected, i.e. there cannot be any energy band gap splitting the four bands into smaller unconnected subspaces. Beyond the minimum four-band connectivity, we show here that piled-up four-band structures can also be connected in a non-trivial way, leading to 4N fully connected bands. We give here a detailed study of the eight-band subspace case from which it is easy to generalize to an arbitrary number of bands. Figure 3 shows an example of a band structure for Fig. 1(d) .
SG33-AI with eight bands non-trivially connected. The nonessential symmetry protected band crossings along the HSLs are marked with squares, triangles and circles following the convention established for Fig.1(d) . Similarly to the four-band case we now extract all line-nodal structures at half-filling for an eight-band subspace. In Fig. 4(m) we show the line-nodal structure corresponding to Fig. 3 . The two simple band crossings on the line Σ at half-filling (middle squares in Fig. 3 ), are parts of NLs within the plane σ 3 . The simple NLs merge two-bytwo at double band crossing points on the HSL A. These double point nodes, marked by a square in Fig. 3 along the HSL A, are formed by the crossing of the two doubly degenerate bands Z 5 → A 5 and Z 6 → A 6 .
Generally for the eight band case, we find the linenodal structure fully determined by the energy ordered lists of IRREPs at the active HSPs {Γ, Z, S, R}. This is a result from combining the compatibility relations and the band permutation rules of Fig. 1(c) and Table I . In order to explore the space of all topologically inequivalent eight-band structures with SG33-AI it is convenient to coarse-grain the IRREP combinatorics into valence highsymmetry point classes Γ I,II,III , Z I,II , S I,II , and R I,II , defined through the sets of valence IRREPs at the corresponding HSPs given in Table II . In total 24 global band classes (Γ α , Z β , S β , R β ), with α = I, II, III and β, β , β = I, II, can be formed. Since the crossings on B Γ and B R are independent, we can split the classes into the two subregion classes (Γ α , Z β ) for B Γ combined with the trivial, i.e. fully gapped, (S I , R I ) class and (S β , R β ) for B R combined with the trivial (Γ I , Z I ). This leaves 5 + 3 = 8 nontrivial cases. All the other global band classes can be straightforwardly obtained by combining the two subregion classes.
In Fig. 4 (a-p) we show all the nodal structures for the five nontrivial HSP classes of B Γ and in Fig. 4(q-s) the three nontrivial classes of B R . As seen, each class can be further split according to the explicit set of valence IRREPs possibly leading to qualitatively different nodal structures within the same global band class [67] . Still, as we will see in Section IV, the different cases among the same global HSP class share similar topological features. For these nodal structures, every NL is in general twofold degenerate (i.e. two bands crossing), except the NL crossing the HSLs A or P leading to a fourfold degenerate point since the IRREPs A 5,6 and P 5,6 are doubly degenerate. We note that depending on the explicit ordering of the IRREPs within a given set of valence or conduction IRREPs, some cases allow the presence of a small extra NL connecting two other independent NLs, as illustrated for example in Fig. 4(f) . This is true for the cases (d,f,g,i,l,n,r,). We discuss in Section VI F the topological Lifshitz transformations involved in such connections of independent NLs. We also note that the quadruple point nodes on the plane σ 1 seen in Fig. 4 (e), (o) and (v) are accidental, similarly to those of Fig. 2(d) . Their cigar-like shape is a mere numerical effect.
D. Additivity of nodal lines
We can also show that any nodal structure of a HSP class (Γ α , Z α ) for B Γ , is additive with any nodal structure of a HSP class (Γ β , Z β ) for B R . Three examples of this is shown in Fig. 4(t-v) . The case Fig. 4(t) combines Table II . This additivity of NLs when combing a HSP class from B Γ with one of B R is quite remarkable and very different from the case of symmetry protected point-nodes. In the latter case, the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem constrains the global nodal structure through the requirement of total charge cancellation over the whole BZ. Thus point nodes are still related even though they belong to symmetry independent BZ regions, see e.g. Ref. [53] .
TABLE II. HSP classes of an eight-band subspace at halffilling for SG33-AI, separated into the symmetry independent regions BΓ and BR. Each class is defined by the set of valence IRREPs at the corresponding HSP.
Line-nodal structures of an eight-band subspace at half-filling for the HSP classes according to Table II 
E. Topological classification
We end this section by noting that the combinatorial classification of band structures we have presented above is related to the topological classification of insulating phases proposed earlier in Refs. [52, 54, 55] and independently also in Ref. [53] for the classification of symmetry protected point nodes (see also the earlier contributions [50, 51] emphasizing a classification scheme based on band IRREPs, and the recent works [56, 57] pre-senting the systematic mapping of band combinatorics to a graph theory problem). While Ref. [52, 54] gave the mapping from the band combinatorics to K-theory without TRS and in the spinless case (i.e. the spinless class A of the Altland-Zirnbauer tenfold symmetry classes [5] ), Ref. [55] proposed to extend this approach to other Altland-Zirnbauer classes among which is the class AI we consider here. While it has been argued recently in Refs. [54, [58] [59] [60] that the knowledge of the sub-lattice degrees of freedom (the Wyckoff's positions) composing the bands is sometimes needed in order to distinguish topologically inequivalent band structures, we show in Section VII that this is not relevant in our case, see also Ref. [61] . This justifies our choice to label our IRREPsbased combinatorial classification of band structures as topological.
Complementary to this task of topological classification of band structures and their symmetry-protected nodal structures is the topological characterization of the nodal structures themselves in terms of their local and global topologies. These are determined by the local topological charges reflecting the stability of the nodal elements (points, lines) of a nodal structure and the global topology constraining the local charges of different coexisting elementary nodal structures. We solve this topological characterization in the next section.
III. LOCAL AND GLOBAL TOPOLOGY OF CRYSTALLINE-NODAL STRUCTURES
Up to now we have unfolded the classification of band structures and their induced line-nodal structures for SG33-AI in terms of HSP IRREPs combinatorics. We now want to determine the topology of the line-nodal structures. To that end, we need to step back a bit and formalize the problem within vector bundle theory, which is the natural conceptual framework for Bloch band theory. We show in this section that the local topology of any nodal structure is characterized through symmetry constrained homotopy groups corresponding to poloidaltoroidal and monopole charges, and with a global topology given in terms of constraints among the local charges.
In our context the non-interacting crystalline system is modeled in terms of a Bloch Hamiltonian operator
3 ) and given a separable Hilbert space H = k H k on which H(k) acts [68] . The spectrum is given by the set of eigenvalues eig{H(k)} = {E 1 (k), E 2 (k), . . . , E N (k)} with the Blocheigenstates |ψ n , k = |c ν , k Ȗ νn (k) ∈ H k . We can order the spectrum in energy as E n1 ≤ E n2 for n 1 < n 2 , n i = 1, 2, . . . , N . In the following we refer to a simplified picture by considering the vector space V k spanned by the (orthonormal) eigenvectors [Ȗ (k)] n = |Ȗ n , k of the matrix Hamiltonian H(k), given for instance by a tight-binding model, withȖ (k) ∈ U (N ) the diagonalization matrix. The eigenvalues vary continuously with k and form the energy bands. When some bands cross, say E Nv (k i ) = E Nv+1 (k i ), we can split the bands away from k i into a valence subspace with the eigenvalues {E 1 , . . . , E Nv } and a conduction subspace with the eigenvalues {E Nv+1 , . . . , E N }. The locus of degeneracies for a given
defines a nodal structure in k-space. Note that more than two bands can be degenerated at a fixed N v . Fixing N v over the whole BZ, we aim to characterize the topology of the nodal structures that are enforced by the symmetries of the system.
In general, the nodal structure (i.e. the locus of degeneracies) is the union of several disconnected elements
v cannot be split without breaking it. Let us write the punctured BZ over which the spectrum is gapped B v = T 3 \L v . Therefore, the vector space spanned by the eigenvectors over the base space B v naturally splits into the valence and the conduction vector subspaces as V k = V v,k V c,k for every point of the base space k ∈ B v . We can then define the valence (vector) bundle E v = k∈Bv V v,k that is a sub-bundle of the total Bloch bundle E B = k∈T 3 V k . While the total Bloch bundle is trivialized through the appropriate Fourier-transform basis [69, 70] the valence sub-bundle can be nontrivial as we will see.
The vector space V v,k defines a point in the space of all rank N v vector subspaces of V k , i.e. by definition a point of the Grassmannian Gr Nv (C N ) [71] . It follows that the topological classification of the valence bundles is given by [E v 
Here [E v ] is the set of equivalence classes under bundle isomorphism and [B v , Gr Nv (C N )] is the set of homotopy equivalence classes of the continuous maps Φ : k → V v,k (indirectly given through the Hamiltonian matrices H(k) which determine the set of valence eigenvectors) from the base space B v to the classifying space Gr Nv (C N ) [72] . In principle, this construction gives all the topological invariants that characterize the topology of the valance bundle. When the system is constrained to satisfy symmetries it restricts the classifying space C v Gr Nv (C N ) possibly leading to the existence of symmetry protected topological invariants. Here, we want to take into account the space symmetry group G of the system within the class AI, i.e. we consider the enlarged group of symmetries G × {E, T } with TRS and we neglect the spin degrees of freedom. We write the corresponding classifying space as C GAI v ] is difficult, we present a heuristic solution to the problem combining space group representation theory and Wilson loop techniques. However, before to proceeding, we first decompose the problem of the total topology of the valence bundle into the local topology of the nodal structures and the global topology constraining it.
We have seen in the previous sections that the combined glide and screw symmetries in SG33-AI lead to a rich variety of symmetry protected nodal structures, sometimes even rather complex nodal structures L v and punctured base spaces B v . We call a nodal structure composed when it can be separated into smaller disconnected nodal structures where each can be surrounded by a closed surface. We call a nodal structure is elementary when it cannot be further subdivided by pulling apart the unconnected elements without breaking it. Let us write L 
, which can be decomposed in terms of homotopy groups corresponding to the local topological charges of each elementary nodal structure. The global topology follows from the topology of the BZ itself, i.e. of T 3 , which leads to constraints between the local topological charges of distinct elementary nodal structures. Generalizing from simple examples we derive the explicit formula of the decomposition of the total topology of any nodal valence bundle into its local topology and its global topology. Let us first consider the case of a point node, as e.g. found in Fig. 2 
(d).
The surrounding surface of a single point is a sphere L (1)) = Z with the topological invariant corresponding to the Chern number C 1 . Note that while we have not assumed any symmetry (Gr Nv (C N ) is the most general classifying space for complex vector bundles) including TRS does not change the result when we neglect spins and the point node is away from any HSPs [11, 74] . The above decomposition suggests that the Chern number C 1 of a point node can efficiently be computed through the flow of Berry phase γ[l θ ] as we sweep a base loop section l θ on the sphere surrounding the point node, i.e.
Here we have parameterized the loop by the polar angle θ of the sphere, see Fig. 5(a) . Indeed, the Berry phase defines a continuous mapping from base loop sections, l θ ∼ = S 1 ⊂ S 2 , to the Berry phase factor e iγ[l θ ] ∈ U (1), which hence belongs to the homotopy class π 1 (U (1)) = Z. Next we study a NL that can be surrounded by a torus
t , here decomposed into its poloidal and toroidal directions, see Fig. 6 . Thus the local topology is characterized by the homotopy classes [T 2 , C v ]. The torus homotopy group can be decomposed in the stable limit into a direct product of first and second homotopy groups according to [6, 75, 76] [
Here one first homotopy group π 1 (C v ) gives the set to which the local poloidal charge belongs and the other π 1 (C v ) is for the local toroidal charge, i.e. both charges are computed over a loop base space (S 1 p,t ), while the second homotopy group π 2 (C v ) gives the set to which belongs the monopole charge computed over the sphere surrounding the whole NL (S 2 ), see Fig. 6 (b). In Fig. 6 (b) we intentionally left undecided whether or not the NL has an obstruction as represented by the gray axis.
We now show how Eq. (1) can be generalized in order to determine the local topology of any elementary nodal structure. For this we will artificially trivialize the BZ topology through the substitution T 3 → R 3 . First we need to identify the surrounding surface L v , which counts the number of handles. Then, we find that the deformation retract of the punctured space
given by the wedge product
between the Cartesian product of g
, corresponding to all the noncontractible poloidal-toroidal loops of r (i) v , and the monopole sphere (S 2(i) ) surrounding the whole i-th
where π
is the set for the l-th poloidal-toroidal charge over the l-th non-contractible loop section S 1(i) l of the deformation retract r Let us see how Eq. (3) works with a few simple cases. In the case of a closed and isolated NL, e.g. in Fig. 4(a) , there is no obstruction for contracting the toroidal loop into a point leaving a deformation retract composed of a poloidal loop and a monopole sphere, simply take Fig. 6 (b) and remove the obstructing gray axis. Therefore, a single NL is characterized fully by one poloidal charge, reflecting the genus g = 1 of the original surrounding torus, and one monopole charge. Next consider the case of two closed NLs connected at two points, e.g. as in Fig. 4(c) . The surrounding surface is now more complicated with the genus g = 4. Each handle defines a local poloidal section, {S 1 p,l } l=1,...,4 , but only one surrounding sphere S 2 remains under the deformation retract of the punctured space, see Fig. 7(a) . Therefore, the local topology of this nodal structure is characterized by four poloidal charges π 1,l (C v ) and one monopole charge π 2 (C v ). We finally consider two closed NLs linked together as in Fig. 7(b) . The deformation retract of the punctured space is now given by the wedge product of the torus surrounding one of the NLs and the sphere surrounding the whole structure [77] . Then by Eq. (3), we get one poloidal charge, one toroidal charge and one monopole charge. Following this line of reasoning we can easily generalize the procedure to all the nodal structures present in this work.
Importantly, we note that without any symmetry, π 1 (Gr Nv (C N )) = {e} such that the NLs are not generically stable. A well known example of stable NLs is when the system is symmetric under the combination of TRS and inversion symmetry, T * I, in class AI. In that case, the Hamiltonian can be chosen real and π 1 (Gr Nv,N (R)) = Z 2 . This corresponds to the Z 2 quantization of the Berry phase (modulo 2π): if the loop base space encircles an odd number of NLs the Berry phase of the poloidal direction is π mod 2π, otherwise it is 0 mod 2π. For SG33-AI we have already seen that instead crystalline symmetries protect NLs on high symmetry m x -and m y -invariant planes. We will in the following sections show that the poloidal-toroidal charges of symmetry protected nodal structures can be algebraically calculated in terms of quantized Wilson loop phases over symmetry-constrained momentum loops. The monopole charges are given through the spectral flow of Wilson loops as we sweep a symmetry-constrained momentum loop over a surrounding sphere centered on the nodal structure, in analogy to the computation of the Chern number in Fig. 5 .
Global topology from geometry of the BZ. (a) Deformation of the oriented surrounding sphere (green, cyan, beige with increasing sizes) of a point node (blue) having a nontrivial monopole charge. Without the additional point node (gray) in the BZ ∼ = T 3 there is no obstruction to deform the sphere and contract it to a point, which contradicts the nontrivial charge. (b) Deformation of the oriented poloidal loop (red, pink, orange with increasing sizes) encircling a NL thread (blue) threading the BZ, having a nontrivial poloidal Berry phase and thus a nontrivial thread charge. Without the additional threading NL (dashed blue) there is no obstruction to deform the poloidal loop into a point leading to a trivial Berry phase which contradicts the nontrivial charge.
We still have to characterize the global topology of nodal structures. We show that it is dictated by the geometry of the BZ itself. Let us in Fig. 8(a) again consider the case of one point node (blue) with a nontrivial monopole charge (e.g. given by a Chern number C 1 = 0 as derived above) but now imbedded in the BZ ∼ = T 3 . Without the additional point node (gray) in the BZ there would be no obstruction to progressively deforming the oriented surrounding sphere (green, purple, beige for increasing sizes) and contracting it to a point leading to a trivial monopole charge. This would however contradict the assumption of a nontrivial monopole charge. Hence, the global topology of B v imposes the presence of a second point node (gray) with the canceling monopole charge (e.g. −C 1 ). In essence, this gives an heuristic explanation for the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] , which imposes that only pairs of point nodes with opposite charges be realized. We discuss further in Section V the total topology of the point nodes in Fig. 2(d) , taking into account the space group symmetries of the system and using Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem to argue that these are actually accidental.
Here we show that a similar argument works in the case with one stable NL (i.e. with a nontrivial poloidal Berry phase) that threads the BZ torus, shown in Fig. 8(b) . Without the additional NL threading the torus BZ (dashed blue) there is no obstruction to deforming the oriented poloidal loop into a point, leading to a trivial Berry phase, again in contradiction with the assumption. Therefore, the global topology requires that such BZ-threading NLs and their nontrivial poloidal charges come in pairs. E.g. take the two NLs threading the BZ of Fig. 8 (b) each with a poloidal Berry phase π mod 2π. This leads to the trivial global Berry phase factor e i(π+π)mod2π = +1 for a loop that encircles both NLs. We therefore call them NL threads and say that these are characterized by nontrivial thread charges. The above arguments can straightforwardly be extended from point nodes and NLs to general elementary line-nodal structures with nontrivial monopole and thread charges. Both types of nontrivial nodal objects are found in this work.
Having unfolded the content of the local and global topologies of line-nodal structures we can now characterize the total topology of any nodal valence bundle. We have argued above that the total topology of the valence bundle it is given by [B v , C v ]. Let us write b v the deformation retract of the punctured BZ base space
Contrary to the deformation retract r
now includes the effects of the global topology discussed above. Therefore, the total topology of the nodal valence bundle is given together with Eq. (3) through
in which only pairs of nontrivial monopole charges and pairs of nontrivial thread charges are allowed to appear. While nontrivial local poloidal charges must always be realized in symmetry protected line-nodal structures, we find that nontrivial monopole, thread, and toroidal charges are much more rare. We show in Section VI D that the monopole charge depends on the centering of the nodal structure. When the surrounding surface of a symmetry-protected elementary nodal structure surrounds some HSPs, we find that it must have a trivial monopole charge. However, when the surrounding surface is topologically equivalent to a sphere (similarly to Fig. 8(a) ) and it excludes all HSPs, the corresponding nodal structure−discarding accidental nodal structures which can be removed without any change of the valence IRREPs at HSPs−must have a nontrivial monopole charge. Also, when a symmetry-protected nodal structure threads the torus BZ (similarly to Fig. 8(b) ) such that its surrounding surface, which now must be topologically equivalent to a two-torus, does not surround any HSP, then−again discarding accidental nodal structures which can be removed without any change of the valence IRREPs at HSPs−it must have a nontrivial thread charge. Concerning the toroidal charges it is clear that these can only appear when independent NLs are linked. We show one explicit example of this in Section VI F. This completes the formal characterization of the total topology of the nodal valence bundles combining local and global topology. We now turn to the problem of actually computing the local topological charges for which a pure algebraic approach is developed.
IV. SYMMETRY PROTECTED TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANTS FOR SG33-AI
We have seen above that the topology of symmetry protected nodal structures is characterized through local topological charges classified by homotopy groups over poloidal-toroidal loops and monopole spheres. We will now show that every local charge is given by symmetry protected topological invariants corresponding to quantized Wilson loop phases over symmetry-constrained momentum loops. Here we present the algebraic algorithm that leads to all the symmetry protected topological invariants for SG33-AI, calculated using only the valence IRREPs at a the HSPs. In the sections following this we show how these can be directly used for characterization of the topology of all the symmetry protected nodal structures that we systematically identified through the valence IRREPs combinatorics in Section II.
We construct the momentum loops as closed loops l g in the BZ that connect direct neighboring HSPs acting as the vertices of the loop, and such that they are foldable under a point group symmetry g ∈ C 2v , possibly with the combined action of reciprocal lattice translations [84] . It is both the eigenvalues and the determinant (Berry phase factor) of a Wilson loop matrix over a closed symmetry constrained loop, W[l g ], that provide robust topological invariants [36-38, 41, 42, 44] . We present below the algebraic derivation of all symmetry protected topological invariants that can be defined from the Wilson loops over closed two-and four-point loops in the BZ.
A. Two-point loop topological invariants
The shortest loops we use connect only two nearestneighbor HSPs, say V 1 and V 2 , belonging to a common HSL L ≡ V 1 V 2 , hence written l L . Taking into account the periodicity in k-space we can either form closed or quasi-closed loops. A closed loop can be parameterized as l : [0, 1] → S 1 , t → l(t) which also implies an orientation for the loop. The derivation of the topological invariants is based on the symmetry folding of the Wilson loops. We therefore restrict ourselves to loops that can be decomposed into two "anti-symmetric" segments l L = l b • l a , i.e. the composition of paths such that we first go through the oriented segment l a and then through l b , where gl b = l −1 a (here l −1 is the loop l with reversed orientation), with g a point symmetry of the system, see Fig. 9(a) . Hence the loop is foldable by the action of g on one of the two segments. We write such a loop l g L and call it a closed two-point symmetry-constrained loop. We plot an example of l can be determined fully algebraically, directly leading to the symmetry-protected topological invariants. The approach we use below follows and generalizes Refs. [38, 44] .
It follows from the properties of Wilson loops that
where at each vertex of the loop the folding symmetry g is represented through a transformation matrix [Ȓ
V1,2 g
] mn = u m , gV 1,2 | {g|τg} |u n , V 1,2 , m, n = 1, . . . , N v , see also Appendix A. At invariant momentak, i.e. gk =k+K n such that g ∈ Gk, the matrixȒk g has a block-diagonal form reflecting the IRREPs of the symmetry {g|τ g }. Here we writeȒ with a curled hat to symbolize that its explicit evaluation is basis dependent. In order to achieve gauge invariance we first perform the unitary transformation that diagonalizes the transformation matrices, i.e. 
* , i.e. the Wilson loop spectrum must be symmetric under complex conjugation. Therefore, the Wilson loop eigenvalues can only be composed of +1, −1, and of complex conjugate pairs {e iϕ1 , e −iϕ1 }. However, Eq. (6) is not yet explicitly invariant under complex conjugation. Indeed, after diagonalization we havȇ D Vi g = diag(λ g,1 , . . . , λ g,Nv ), where each eigenvalue can be decomposed as λ g,n = s g,n e iθg with s g,n = ±1. Removing the global complex phase factor we define the
g that is diagonal with only ±1 elements, In Appendix B we give the complete list of the bare IRREPs at HSPs for SG33-AI. Let us formally write the combined action of the diagonalization in Eq. (6) and making the transformation matrices real as the pullback under the mapping Φ 2 , i.e.
Here by construction the symmetry operation g belongs to the little co-group of the vertices, i.e. g ∈ G Vi . The
, is now explicitly symmetric under complex conjugation.
It was shown in Refs. [38, 44] that there exists a mapping M 2 from the bare IRREP eigenvalues of all valence states of the two vertices of the loop (V 1 , V 2 ) to the twopoint symmetry-constrained Wilson loop spectrum, formally
This mapping is given in Appendix D for two valence bands in Table VII for four valence bands in Table IX . Given the number of ±1 bare IRREP eigenvalues at V i , N Vi ± , we define the minority eigenvalue ξ ∈ {+1, −1}, determined by min
By construction N g L is gauge invariant. It is also invariant under any continuous deformation of the loop l g L , as long as the vertices and the symmetry constraints are conserved and no nodes between the valence and conduction bands are crossed during the deformation, since this does not change the set of bare IRREP eigenvalues at the vertices of the loop. Therefore, we conclude that this is actually a symmetry-protected topological invariant that characterizes the bulk topology of the system. From this two-point loop topological invariant
we readily get the quantized Berry phase factor from
We will see that the Berry phase factor (Berry phase) is nontrivial, e 
that gives the number of symmetry protected NLs crossing the half of L.
The above construction works completely similarly for the quasi-closed two-point loops. While Wilson loops over the quasi-closed loops also provide important information, for instance in the bulk-boundary correspondence, their Wilson loop spectrum is not invariant under large gauge transformation and we therefore do not use them for characterization of the bulk topology. However, we show that they form the basis of the four-point loop topological invariants defined below. We also remark that the two-point loops can be further generalized by taking the vertices away from the HSPs. Indeed, any two-point loop l g X1X2 with X 1 and X 2 taken within the same g-invariant region of the BZ can be made foldable under g such that its symmetry protected Wilson loop eigenvalues can again be obtained algebraically through the same mapping M 2 , since the bare IRREPs R X1,X2 g are well defined all over any g-invariant region. This we use in Section VI when discussing in details two illuminating numerical examples, and in Section VI F when considering local topological Lifshitz transitions.
B. Four-point loop topological invariants
We can extend the previous construction by now fixing four coplanar HSPs {V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , V 4 } and build closed four-point symmetry-constrained loops by requiring them to be foldable under a single point group operation combined with reciprocal lattice translations. A four-point loop can be seen as the composition of two quasi-closed two-point loops, denoted l g L and l g L , connected by two edge segments, l e and l e = l −1 e + K, see Fig. 10(a) . Taking any combination of four coplanar vertices among the eight inequivalent HSPs of the BZ, {Γ, X, Y, Z, S, T, U, R}, and discarding the diagonal planes, we generate the six σ-planes in Fig. 1(b) . For each of the planes we can form a closed four-point symmetry-constrained loop l 
where the total oriented loop reads Fig. 10(a) , and where we have assumed the periodic gauge which trivializes the translation by K in l e = l We first make the two quasi-closed Wilson loops diagonal through the appropriate unitary transformation,
where we have definedW We have seen in the previous section that the Wilson loop spectrum of closed two-point symmetryconstrained loops is composed of N ξ symmetry protected ξ-eigenvalues and N v −N ξ remaining eigenvalues that can take the value −ξ or form conjugate pairs {e iϕ , e −iϕ }. Since only the ξ-eigenvalues are symmetry protected, we can adiabatically map all the complex conjugate pairs to −ξ. This transformation is adiabatic because it does not require a change of the band topology. The diagonalized quasi-closed two-point Wilson loops are then only composed of ±1 eigenvalues, analogously to the bare IR-REP eigenvalues, and we write them R[l 
This has exactly the same structure as Eq. (7) and the four-point Wilson loop spectrum, eig{Φ 4 W[l g σ ]}, is now explicitly symmetric under complex conjugation on top of being gauge invariant. Furthermore, through the equivalence of Eqs. (7) and (14), we have formally reduced the problem of finding algebraically the symmetry protected spectrum of a four-point Wilson loop (M 4 ) into the previous problem of finding the symmetry protected spectrum of a two-point Wilson loop (M 2 ), i.e. formally
Thus we can use the mappings M 2 tabulated in Appendix D). We note that in the case of two valence bands the mapping M 4 can actually be derived analytically without the need of Φ 4 (see for instance Ref. [38] ), we give this result in Table VIII in Appendix D. Then, given the minority eigenvalue ξ over the four vertices of the loop (V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , V 4 ∈ σ ), determined by min
, we get the number of symmetry protected ξ-eigenvalues of the total Wilson loop spectrum, which we write N g σ . Similarly to the topological invariants of a two-point loop, N g σ constitutes a symmetry protected topological invariant that also characterizes the bulk topology of the system. Hence, we have defined the four-point loop topological invariant
from which we readily get the quantized Berry phase factor,
As mentioned above, we can use all the point symmetries that belong to the centralizer of a plane σ.
Similarly to the two-point loop invariants, we will see in later sections that whenever a four-point loop encircles an odd number of NLs the Berry phase is nontrivial with γ g σ = π mod 2π but trivial (γ g σ = 0 mod 2π) otherwise. Furthermore, we will see that N x,y σ counts the number of NLs belonging to m x,y -invariant planes that cross the plane σ, while N z σ gives complementary informations that further characterize the type of line-nodal structure.
C. Rosetta stone for SG33-AI
All the two-and four-point loop symmetry protected topological invariants are obtained algebraically from the bare IRREP eigenvalues of the vertices of the closed symmetry-constrained loops and by applying the mappings M 2 • Φ 2 in Eqs. (7, 8) and M 4 • Φ 4 in Eqs. (14, 15) . Therefore, all what is needed is the rosetta stone shown in Fig. 11 together with the character table for the IRREPs at the Γ-point in Fig. 1(b) . Fig. 11(a) gives the bare IRREP eigenvalues at every HSP for g = z, y, x listed in the order ({s i,z }, {s i,y }, {s i,x }) T i=1,...,d with d = 2 for 2D IRREPs and d = 4 at U, and where s i,z = ± at the HSP p means there are two allowed bare IRREPs with eigenvalues +1 for p 5 and −1 for p 6 . Fig. 11(b) gives all the closed two-point and four-point symmetry constrained loops for which we compute the symmetry protected topological invariants. Using this rosetta stone as Rosetta stone for SG33-AI to be used together with the character table at Γ Fig. 1(a) . input, the mappings M 2 and M 4 tabulated in Appendix D) gives directly the topological invariants.
Let us illustrate the process works with a few illustrative examples. First we consider the situation with two valence states. Let us first compute the two-point invariant N y Σ for Fig. 2(a) . The symmetry constrained two-point loop l y Σ is made from the vertices Γ and X, see Fig. 11(b) . The valence IRREPs at Γ are {Γ 1 , Γ 2 } with the bare m y -eigenvalues {+, +}, see Fig. 1(c) , and at X there is a single (projective) IRREP with the bare m yeigenvalues {+, −}, see Fig. 11(a) . The minority eigenvalue is thus −1. Then the mapping M 2 gives {+, −}, therefore there is one Wilson loop phase of π mod 2π that is protected by symmetry and we write N y Σ = 1. Next let us compute N y Λ in the case Fig. 2(d) . The symmetry constrained two-point loop l y Λ is made from the vertices Γ and Z, see Fig. 11(b) . The IRREPs at Γ gives the same bare m y -eigenvalues as above, {+, +}, and the IRREP Z 6 at Z gives {−, −}. We can here choose the minority eigenvalue has +1 (or −1), and the mapping M 2 gives {−, −} ({+, +}). This gives two Wilson loop phases of π mod 2π that are protected by symmetry and we write N y Λ = 2. Let us now consider the situation with four valence states. As an example, we compute N y Λ in the case Fig. 4(i) . We need the bare m y -eigenvalues of the IRREPs {Γ 1 , Γ 1 , Γ 2 , Γ 3 } at Γ, and {Z 6 , Z 6 } at Z. We find Γ:{+, +, +, −} and Z:{−, −, −, −}. Let us rearrange them by multiplying both by −1, this will not change the result as this corresponds to simply multiplying Eq. (7) by +1. We then have {−, −, −, +} at Γ and {+, +, +, +} at Z. The minority eigenvalue is −1. Applying the mapping M 2 we find {−, −, −, +}. Therefore there are three symmetry protected nontrivial Wilson loop phases that we write in the invariant N y Λ = 3. Note that had we chosen the IRREPs {Z 5 , Z 5 } at Z instead, corresponding to the case Fig. 4(h) , had we found N y Λ = 1.
As a last example we compute N y 2 in the case Fig. 4(o) . The four-point loop l y 2 is made form the vertices Z, R, T, and U, with the IRREPs {Z 5 , Z 5 , R 5 , R 6 , T, T, U }. Reading the bare m y -eigenvalues from Fig. 11(a) , we find Z : {+, +, +, +}, R:{+, −, −, +}, T:{+, −, +, −}, and U:{+, +, −, −}. The minority eigenvalue is −1. Applying the mapping M 2 on the couples (Z,U) and (T,R), we find (Z,U) → {+, +, −, −} and (T,R) → {λ 1 , λ * 1 , λ 2 , λ * 2 } {+, +, +, +}. Then applying the mapping M 4 , we find {+, +, −, −}. Therefore, there are two nontrivial Wilson loop phases over the four-point symmetry constrained loop l y 2 , which we write in the invariant N y 2 = 2.
D. From loop invariants to local charges of nodal structures
Our aim is to characterize the topology of the nodal valence bundles obtained from the systematic classification of band structures for SG33-AI presented in Section II. So far we have shown that the IRREPs at the HSPs determine every loop topological invariant for any fixed filling number N v . Since the symmetry protected nodal structures are also determined by the set of valence IRREPs (through compatibility relations and band permutation rules), we naturally find that the loop invariants for the a given set of IRREPs directly reflect the corresponding nodal structure. Effectively, all the local topological charges of a nodal structure, i.e. poloidal-toroidal and monopole charges, are given in terms of the invariants derived in this previous section. We show this explicitly for the four-band subspace in Section V and for the eight-band subspace in Section VI.
V. FOUR-BAND TOPOLOGY
In this section we consider the case of an isolated fourband subspace at half-filling, i.e. N = 4, N v = 2. We identify all the symmetry protected topological invariants supported by SG33-AI and we show how they enter in the topological characterization of the symmetry protected nodal structures found in Fig. 2 . It turns out that only poloidal charges are relevant for the line-nodal structure of the four-band subspace. For completeness, we also discuss the accidental point nodes of the case Fig. 2(d) characterized by their monopole charges.
In the following we implicitly use the enlarged group of k-space point symmetries, g ∈ C 2v × {E, I} = D 2h , of the band structures (due to TRS) and only count the symmetry independent NLs.
A. Local topology of the line-nodal structures
Applying the algorithm derived in Section IV, we find all the two-point and four-point invariants over all the loops in Fig. 11(b) determined only in terms of the set of valence IRREPs at the HSPs. They are listed in Table III for every case of Fig. 2 . Note that all the loops and planes containing U have been discarded since U is fourfold degenerate, thus preventing the distinction between valence and conduction eigenstates. While we focus on the half-filling case, it is straightforward to extend the analysis to arbitrary filling. We have confirmed that all the invariants of Table III written in black correspond to base loops that encircle a single NL, i.e. they are equivalent to a nontrivial Berry phase factor, Eqs. (10,17) . The invariants written in blue instead lead to a trivial phase factor and count the even number of symmetry protected NLs within m x -or m y -planes encircled by the base loop. Below we give a detailed account of all line-nodal structures.
In the case Fig. 2(a) , the NL belonging to the m yinvariant plane σ 3 (actually the pair of NLs symmetric under m x ) and crossing the line Σ is captured by the two-point loop invariant N . This is a consequence of there being no mismatch between the C 2z -bare IRREP eigenvalues at Γ, {s z (Γ 1 ), s z (Γ 4 )} = {+1, −1}, and at Z, {s 1,z , s 2,z } = {+1, −1} for both Z 5 (6) . We find that the l z -loop invariants are always trivial like this when the loop encircles two NLs that cross at a simple point-node (twofold degenerate), here on Λ.
Finally the cases of Fig. 2(d) and (e) exhibit two independent NLs on the same m y -invariant plane σ 3 (not related by symmetry) with two independent crossings of the line Λ. They are characterized by the invariants N We note that the case (e) differs from (d) by the presence of a small NL (and its partner at −k z ) within the perpendicular plane σ 5 connecting the two independent NLs of σ 3 . This is achieved through a different relative ordering of the valence IRREPs at Γ, see Section II B, to which the invariants of Table III are insensitive. Nevertheless, the local topology in k-space can be further characterized with finer invariants. A detailed discussion for the eight-band case is given in Section VI F. We also note that neither toroidal nor monopole charges appear in the symmetry protected line-nodal structures of the four-band subspace.
B. Accidental point nodes
Previously, we noted the eight accidental point-nodes of Fig. 2(d) . As argued in Section III, a point node is locally characterized by a Chern number that can be computed numerically through the flow of Berry phase as we sweep a base loop over a sphere surrounding the point node, i.e. Fig. 5 we show the numerical Berry phase flow around one of the point nodes in the case Fig. 2(d) . From Fig. 5(b) we directly find C 1 = +1. As a point node at an arbitrary momentum is stable without any symmetry, the loops l θ can be chosen without any symmetry constraint.
For SG33-AI band structure is always symmetric under the enlarged group of k-space point symmetries g ∈ C 2v × {E, I} = D 2h , and thus a point node at a general position must have seven other partners exhausting the orbit of D 2h . In fact, it can easily be shown that: (i) a pair of point nodes that are symmetric under a unitary rotation must have the same charge; (ii) a pair of point nodes that are symmetric under a unitary reflection must have opposite charges; and (iii) the charges of point node pairs relate reversely for the corresponding anti-unitary symmetries. Therefore, the point nodes are located symmetrically in the BZ according to D 2h and with alternating signed charges according to (i), (ii) and (iii). We conclude that the nodal structure of Fig. 2(d) has four sources (C 1 = +1) and four sinks (C 1 = −1) of Berry curvature. This is consistent with Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] , which states that the total charge over the whole BZ must be zero. Furthermore, we can merge node and anti-node pairs onto each-other through a large adiabatic transformation, i.e. without closing the band gap at the HSPs and HSLs and preserving all the symmetries of the system. Therefore, these point nodes are also accidental in the sense that they can be removed without TABLE III. Symmetry-protected topological invariants for each line-nodal structure in Fig. 2 labeled from (a) to (e) of a fourband subspace at half-filling. First column lists the combinatoric sets of valence IRREPs. Second (third) set of columns gives the closed two-point (four-point) loop invariants. Invariants written in black correspond to a nontrivial Berry phase and mark the presence of single NL encircled by the base loop. Invariants written in blue give the (even) number of symmetry-protected nontrivial Wilson loop phases and count the multiple NLs within mx-or my-invariant planes encircled by the base loop.
changing the global band topology as fixed by the set of valence IRREPs at the HSPs. This discussion thus concludes the full topological classification of the nodal structure of the four-band subspace.
VI. EIGHT-BAND TOPOLOGY
Moving on to the eight-band subspace, we list in Table IV all the symmetry protected topological invariants for two-point and four-point symmetry-constrained loops for all the nodal structures of Finally, the red invariants mark the presence of line-node monopole pairs, which we discuss in detail in Section VI. Similarly to Section II B, we here only count the symmetry independent NLs, keeping in mind the effective D 2h symmetry of the band structure.
A. Local topology of the line-nodal structures
The topological invariants for the cases in Fig. 4(a,b,c) are all N z,y,x α ∈ {0, 1}, i.e. they directly correspond to the Berry phase computed over the symmetry constrained loops. In particular, the case (a) has a single NL on the m y -invariant plane σ 3 leading to the invariants N Note that whenever the HSP class at Z is Z II , the invariant N y A = 2 marks the double (fourfold degenerate) point node on A where two NLs within σ 3 meet. We further note case (n) can actually be interpreted as the superposition of two disconnected nodal structures and we write (n)=(d)+(g). Here we assume that (d) has two small NLs on σ 5 as in the example Fig. 17(d') . While, there is again no nontrivial monopole charge for these cases, we further discuss in Section VI E the case (m) which exhibits a nontrivial thread charge.
The cases (h,i,j,k,l) are characterized by two types TABLE IV. Symmetry protected topological invariants for each line-nodal structure in Fig. 4 labeled from (a) to (v) of an eight-band subspace at half-filling. First column lists the high-symmetry point (HSP) classes defined in Table II in 
of topological invariants N z,y,x α ∈ {0, 1, 3} (black) and N x,y α ∈ {0, 2, 4} (blue) ∀α. Let us compare the cases (h) and (k). The two NLs within σ 3 are captured by the invariants N y Λ,5 = 2 in both cases. The case (k), contrary to (h), has an unremovable NL within the m xinvariant plane σ 5 and crossing the plane σ 3 leading to the invariants N x Λ,1,3 = 1 which can be interpreted as nontrivial poloidal Berry phases. We note that these invariants reflect directly the fact that these cases are made of the combination of the HSP class Γ II with the HSP class Z II . Indeed, seeing (h) as the combination of (a) and (g), we find N z Λ,1,3,5 = 1 as for (a), seeing (k) as combination of (c) and (g), we find N The cases (e) and (q) both exhibit a NL that is disconnected from its symmetry partner under m z (from the anti-unitary symmetry C 2z T = m z K) and is not cen-tered at a HSP. In particular, the NL can either be on the m y -or m x -invariant plane depending on the specific energy ordering of valence or conduction IRREPs. In (e), it crosses Λ and is characterized by the invariants N z Λ,3,5 = 2 (red). The case (q) is directly analogous to (e) with the only difference that the NL pair now belongs to the BZ boundary with the invariants N z Q,4,6 = 2. As we find in Section VI D these form monopole anti-monopole pairs explaining the red coloring. z 1 in the cases (m,n,o,p) and (q,r,s).
B. Accidental point nodes
Previously we noted the presence of point nodes in the cases Fig. 4(e,o,v) . For the same reasons as discussed in Section V B these must be accidental and are stable with a Chern number |C 1 | = 1. First we note that they are all within the k z = 0 plane. Because of the C 2v point symmetries there must be four points related by symmetry with alternating signs as imposed by the symmetry constraints (i), (ii) and (iii) discussed in Section V B. Therefore, we can bring opposite point nodes onto each other and annihilate them through a C 2v -symmetry preserving transformation without changing the set of valence and conduction IRREPs. This makes these point nodes accidental. It is worth remarking that two point nodes that are images under the anti-unitary symmetry C 2z * T = m z K must have the same charge. Therefore, the point nodes are locked on the k z = 0 plane since a shift in the k z -direction would require a doubling of the charges of each point node which is forbidden.
C. Wilson loop spectrum
To further illustrate the conclusions with regards to meaning of the topological invariants above, we give here a detailed comparison of numerical computation of the Wilson loops with the algebraic results of Section IV for the case Fig. 4(d) showing a perfect agreement. An ex-FIG. 12. Example of band structure for the case Fig. 4(d) .
ample of band structure for the case Fig. 4(d) is shown in Fig. 12 . It has two independent NLs at half-filling within the plane σ 3 that cross the lines Σ and Λ at two distinct points (squares in Fig. 12 ). We give a representation of these in Fig. 13(a) . We here focus on the Wilson loop W[l y Σ ]. The detailed band structure along the Σ-line is shown in Fig. 13(b) , with the momenta for the two symmetry-protected band crossings marked in green (k 1 ) and magenta (k 2 ). Also the IRREPs of the valence bands on the Σ-line are given, which is either even (s n,y (Σ a ) = +1) or odd (s n,y (Σ b ) = −1) under the glide symmetry {m y |τ y }.
For a closed two-point loop l y V1V2 foldable under m y with V 1 and V 2 taken on σ 3 (since m y ∈ G σ3 , the little co-group of the plane), the Wilson loop spectrum indicates whether the loop encircles symmetry protected NLs or not. Fixing V 2 at X and V 1 at a point k x on the line Σ, we consider the k x -dependent loop l y kx shown in black in Fig. 13(a) . The Wilson loop spectrum computed numerically as a function of k x is shown in Fig. 13(c) . Three distinct segments of k x ∈ Σ are found that are separated by the point nodes at k 1 and
iϕ1 , e −iϕ1 , e iϕ2 , e −iϕ2 }, i.e. two pairs of complex conjugate Wilson loop eigenvalues, (ii) for Alternatively, the Wilson loop spectrum can be obtained algebraically through the mapping M 2 • Φ 2 presented in Section IV A. For every k x , taking the bare IRREPs of Fig. 13(a) as input for M 2 , we find the number of symmetry protected −1 Wilson loop eigenvalues N z kx , noting that in this case, the minority eigenvalue for every k x is ξ = −1. Then, taking all non-symmetry protected Wilson phases to zero, i.e. ϕ → 0 under the mapping Φ 4 of Section IV B, we find for the three segments introduced above: (i) N y kx>k2 = 0 reflecting the fact that no NL is encircled by the two-point loop; (ii) N y k1<kx<k2 = 1 capturing the fact that one NL is encircled, and (iii) N y kx<k1 = 2 which marks the presence of two independent NLs encircled by the two-point loop. This matches exactly with the numerical result of Fig. 13(c) . In particular, the nontrivial loop charge N y kx<k1 = 2 marks the topological stability of the two independent NLs encircled by the base loop, i.e. they do not gap out if they touch (assuming the valence IRREP sets at HSPs are kept unchanged). This can be easily verified from the band structure Fig. 12 along the HSL Λ.
D. Crystalline line-nodal monopoles
In Section III we defined the monopole charge of a NL from the second homotopy group π 2 (C v ) with the base space chosen as the sphere surrounding the whole NL, S 2 m in Fig. 6(b) , and with the classifying space of the valence sub-bundle taking all the symmetries into account, i.e. C
GAI v
Gr Nv (C N ). We present here the heuristic computation of the monopole charge of a NL through the flow of the Wilson loop phases as we sweep a closed two-point symmetry-constrained loop over a symmetryconstrained surface surrounding the whole NL. This is in analogy with the definition of the Chern number from the flow of Berry phase except that the base space here needs to satisfy some symmetry constraints. Starting with a numerical computation of the Wilson loop, we find that the line-nodal monopole charge can also be determined algebraically in terms of the invariants derived in Section IV.
FIG. 14. Example of band structure for the case Fig. 4 
(e).
We focus on the case Fig. 4 (e) that exhibits two NLs at half-filling within the m y -invariant plane σ 3 and intersecting the line Λ. An example of the band structure is shown in Fig. 14 , where the two band crossings (along Λ) belonging to the same NL are marked by squares: one crossing between the bands {Γ 1 , Γ 4 } and the other between {Γ 2 , Γ 3 }. Because of the effective m z symmetry of the band structure, there is a copy of the NL at −k z , such that they form a pair of NLs. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 15(a) where one NL is also surrounded by a closed surface that serves as the base space for the spectral flow of the Wilson loop. It is here important that this surrounding surface is chosen symmetric under m y and C 2z , and hence under the whole C 2v point group. Let us parametrize the sphere by m y -symmetric loops l y θ (red) with θ being the polar angle with respect to a "vertical" axis chosen parallel to the ΓX line. At each θ we compute the Wilson loop spectrum eig{W[l y θ ]} which must be symmetric under complex conjugation due to the m y symmetry of the loop l y θ (Section IV A). We show in Fig. 15(b) the Wilson loop flow as we sweep the loop from the north pole (NP, θ = 0) to the south pole (SP, θ = π). At the NP and SP the Wilson loop phases must all be zero since the base loop is just a point. At the equator (E, θ = π/2) the Wilson loop spectrum is {+1, +1, −1, −1}. Importantly, the equator l y π/2 is also symmetric under C 2z by the C 2v symmetry of the surrounding surface. We have derived in Table IV that the NL in the case Fig. 4(e) is characterized by the two-point loop topological invariant N z Λ = 2, counting the number of symmetry protected −1 Wilson loop eigenvalues. Notably, this is in complete agreement with the numerical finding at the equator in Fig. 15(b) . Therefore, the Wilson spectrum at the equator is symmetry protected. By m x symmetry, the Wilson loop flow from E to SP must also be the mirror symmetric of the flow from NP to E. We thus conclude that there is a nontrivial spectral flow of the Wilson loop protected by symmetry: as we cover the surface surrounding a line-nodal monopole it continuously connects the two topologically inequivalent sectors {+1, +1, +1, +1} at NP and SP, and {+1, +1, −1, −1} at E. We interpret this as the nontrivial monopole charge. Importantly, we note that this result is stable under breaking TRS, i.e. the effective m z symmetry present with TRS is not needed. As a comparison, we computed the spectral flow of the Wilson loop over a surface surrounding the two NLs in the case Fig. 4(d) discussed in the previous section in Fig 15(c) . Here we instead find a trivial flow over the surrounding surface indicating a trivial monopole charge.
Contrary to all other NLs, a pair of line-nodal monopoles is made of two disconnected NLs that can only be removed if one collapses one onto the other. This is in analogy with the canceling of point node pairs as required by the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem. As we also showed in Section III, it can be easily understood as a consequence of the geometry of the T 3 -BZ. This can be easily verified from the band structure along Λ, see In order to remove the pair of line-nodal monopoles we have to collapse the two line-nodal monopoles onto eachother. This is done through a topological Lifshitz transition that closes the band gap at Γ. Interestingly, while the monopole charges can be trivialized through a gap closing at Z (exchanging the valence IRREPs {Z 5 , Z 6 } to {Z i , Z i } i=5,6 ) the NLs do not go away and remain in a single connected elementary nodal structure, as can be seen in Fig. 4(o) where the two NLs are connected through double point nodes on the HSL A. This is captured by the invariant N z Λ = 2 in the cases (e) and (o). On the contrary, in the case Fig. 4(d) the two NLs are centered at Γ such that the smaller NL can shrink on the Γ point and disappear without touching the second NL.
From this discussion we conclude that whenever there is pair of disconnected NLs that are not centered on an active HSP and with an invariant N z α = 2, they must carry nontrivial monopole charges. This is true for the cases Fig. 4 (e) and (q), where the line-nodal monopoles are lying on the plane σ 4 of the BZ boundary, and also the cases (t,u,v) since they contain the nodal structure of (q) by construction. In particular, the case (t) has two pairs of line-nodal monopoles as it is composed of both (e) and (q). All the other line-nodal structures of Fig. 4 (with the exception of (m), see below) are centered on a HSP and thus have a trivial monopole charge. This can be directly generalized to all elementary nodal structures with a surrounding sphere that does not enclose active HSPs. Since then it is not possible to topo-logically change the valence IRREPs at HSPs without destroying the surrounding surface. We finally remark that contrary to Ref. [45] [46] [47] [48] , the line-nodal monopoles discussed here are protected by the unitary lattice symmetries only. We particularly stress that the above construction of the monopole charge is based on the fact that a C 2v -symmetric surrounding surface can be defined. We therefore call them crystalline line-nodal monopoles.
E. Crystalline line-nodal threads
In Section III we defined a NL thread as a NL that threads the BZ with a thread charge that is then simply the poloidal charge of the NL. This can be generalized to any elementary nodal structure that threads the BZ. We here comparatively discuss the case Fig. 4(m) for which nontrivial thread charges can be defined and the case Fig. 4 (h) that has a trivial thread charge. Fig. 3 shows an example of band structure corresponding to the case (m). We pointed out (in Section II C) the presence at half-filling of a pair of two NLs within the m y -invariant plane σ 3 connected at double point nodes on the HSL A. We show a representation of the nodal structure in Fig. 16(a) , where one elementary line-nodal component threading the BZ is surrounded by a cylinder (green). A two-point loop section of the cylinder can be chosen as l When discussing global topology in Section III we concluded that a trivializing threading partner must be present, which directly explains the global nodal structure of the case (m) composed of a pair of nontrivial nodal threads. We point out that the surrounding cylinder of one nodal thread does not surround any HSP which makes the nodal thread nontrivial. Indeed, any topological change of valence IRREPs at HSPs that would remove the line-nodal thread would also remove the surrounding surface. Note that the monopole charge defined over the surrounding cylinder is trivial: precisely because N y kz = 2 ∀k z there is no nontrivial flow of the Wilson loop over the cylinder.
Let us also consider the case Fig. 4(h) , with the threading nodal structure reproduced in Fig. 16(b) . Using the m x (or C 2z ) symmetry of the band structure and applying the algebraic algorithm of Section IV A, we readily find the charge N y = 0 for any m y -symmetric two-point base loop l y (red) that is a section of the surrounding cylinder (green). We thus conclude that the case (h) has a trivial thread charge. This can be interpreted as the consequence of the fact that the surrounding cylinder here encloses several active HSPs. Therefore, it is now possible to topologically change the valence IRREPs at those HSPs and make the nodal structure to disappear without removing the surrounding surface. We conclude this section by listing that (i,j,k,p,u) are all the other trivial nodal threads in Fig. 4 while (v) has nontrivial Fig. 4(m) . (b) Line-nodal thread with trivial thread charge N y = 0 for nodal structure in Fig. 4(h) .
thread charges similarly to (m).
F. Local topological Lifshitz transitions
The exchange of valence IRREPs with conduction IRREPs, while keeping the filling number fixed, involves the closing of the band gap and can lead to inequivalent global band topologies. We call this a topological Lifshitz transition. In our case, this is easily realized through the tuning of the microscopic tight-binding parameters. We distinguish between local transitions in k-space that do not affect the set of valence IRREPs at the HSPs and global transitions accompanied by a change of valence IRREPs' sets. Global topological Lifshitz transitions thus correspond to the transitions between the different cases of Fig. 2 or Fig. 4 and the remaining cases that can be formed from the combinatorics of Table II . In this section we instead discuss the local transitions that allow qualitatively different nodal structures but still with fixed sets of IRREPs at the active HSPs {Γ, Z, S, R}.
Connecting and disconnecting NLs
We first consider the cases Fig. 4(d,f,g,i,l,n,r) , that can all conditionally exhibit a small NL connecting two independent and unremovable coplanar NLs. This small NL is present in Fig. 4(f,g,i ,l,n,r), but for example absent in (d). The presence of the small NL depends on the specific dispersion along the Λ-line. Taking for instance the case (Γ II , Z I ) d in Fig. 4(d) , the band structure in Fig. 12 marks the presence of two crossing points on Λ (squares) that continue as two independent NLs on the plane σ 3 . An alternative band structure shown in Fig. 17(d',1) has the same set of valence IRRPEPs as (Γ II , Z I ) d , but now exhibits two additional crossing points on Λ (circles), which are each part of two NLs, one NL on the plane σ 3 and one NL on σ 5 . Hence, each crossing point is now the connecting point of two distinct NLs belonging to perpendicular planes. Noting that the global class requires two crossing points on each half of the Σ-line, while there should be none on the ∆-line, we conclude that there are two distinct symmetry protected NLs on the m y -invariant plane (σ 3 ) and, connecting them, one extra small NL on the m x -invariant plane σ 5 as clearly seen in Fig. 17(d',2) .
We are free to move the relative positions of the two crossing points on Λ. Starting from the previous configuration we bring the two circle-type crossing points closer and eventually reverse their order along Λ, hence exchanging the two circle-type crossings into the squaretype crossings. As a result, only the two independent NLs on the m y -invariant plane remain as in Fig. 4(d) . Notably, this is done without closing the energy gap between the valence and conduction bands at any HSP,
Forming the two-point symmetry-constrained loops from the HSP Z and k z ∈ Λ, l g kz∈Λ , we plot in Fig. 17(d',3 ) the k z -dependent symmetry protected topological invariants N g kz∈Λ with (full lines) and without (dashed lines) the connecting NL on the σ 5 -plane. We find that the above transformation is characterized by the change of the two-point invariants within the range We also show the effect of a local topological Lifshitz transition in the case Fig. 4(c) , where the two connected NLs can instead be disconnected, see Fig. 17(c',2) . This happens by pushing down the branch Γ 4 below the circletype crossing point marked in Fig. 17(c',1) . This can for instance be achieved by inverting the energy ordering the Z 5 and Z 6 conduction states. As a consequence there is an intermediary region Fig. 17(c',3) .
Finally, in Fig. 17 (e') we show the effect of a local topological Lifshitz transition on the monopole case Fig. 4(e) . Here the nodal monopoles are now each composed of two perpendicular NLs connected at one point on Λ, see Fig. 17 (e',2) (the four accidental point nodes within the plane σ 1 are still also present). This is also achieved by inverting the Z 5 and Z 6 conduction states, as seen in Fig. 17(e',1 
Linked NLs and toroidal charge
As a last example, we show in Fig. 17(j' ) the effect of, starting from Fig. 4(j) , pushing the branch Γ 3 above the circle-type crossing shown in Fig. 17(j',1) . As a consequence, the (connected) NLs on σ 3 are now disconnected from the NL on σ 5 such that they are linked all together, see . This nodal structure is the only one in the work with a toroidal charge. Many more linked nodal structures can be achieved by allowing a larger number of bands, but since they do not lead to any new qualitative features, i.e. all of them can be described in terms of the invariants of Section IV and the local charges of Section III, we can still restrict the discussion to the four-and eight-band subspaces. Finally, we remark that this great variety of locally topologically distinct line-nodal structures appears as a consequence of the rich little co-group (stabilizer) of the line Λ C 2v that results from the nonsymmorphic symmetries of SG33.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Before concluding we here offer a few clarifying remarks. These concern the relation between the line-nodal structures so far discussed and the actual Fermi surfaces as well as the full topological classification of SG33-A1.
We have already discussed that the nodal structures we have classified and characterized in this work, defined by a fixed number of valence states over the whole BZ, are in general not to be thought as Fermi surfaces. Indeed, nothing prevents a nontrivial energy dependence of the nodal structure and its coexistence with electron or hole pockets, such that the number of valence states varies over the BZ, which affects the topology of the Fermi surface. However, it is safe to consider that the Fermi surface (almost) always separates a valence subspace from a conduction subspace at every HSPs. Hence, the method we have introduced in this work always determines, knowing the set of valence IRREPs at the HSPs, whether the Fermi surface must contain nontrivial band crossings or not. Typically, whenever the averaged filling number enforces a line-nodal structure to cross the Fermi energy level, the corresponding qualitative Fermi surface can straightforwardly be obtained as the following: take the surrounding surface L v of the nodal structure L v defined in Section III and shrink it into bottleneck point nodes whenever the line-nodal structure crosses the Fermi level.
As an example, we show the computed Fermi surface in Fig. 18 when the Fermi level crosses the line-nodal structure of Fig. 4(c) . As it has been shown very recently from minimal models [85] , we expect the physical properties of the quasiparticles at low energy to be qualitatively affected by the nontrivial topology of the underlying nodal structure. This will be further explored in the future.
FIG. 18.
Example of Fermi surface (iso-energy surface) obtained for the case Fig. 4(c) at physical "half-filling". Colors indicate the contributions from distinct energy ordered bands. The Fermi surface is topologically equivalent to the inflated nodal structure, i.e. the surface Lv surrounding the nodal structure Lv, with bottlenecks point nodes marking the crossing of the line-nodal structure with the Fermi level.
As for the full topological classification, following the approach of Refs. [58, 60] , it is straightforward to establish that every band structure of an insulator with SG33 in class AI must be topologically trivial, since we can always adiabatically map it onto an atomic insulator without breaking any symmetry. This follows from the fact that the compatibility relations impose every valence structure isolated by a band gap from above and from below to be composed of the following IRREPs at the active HSPs, at Γ: N × (Γ 1 ⊕ Γ 2 ⊕ Γ 3 ⊕ Γ 4 ), and at p: N × (p 5 ⊕ p 6 ) for p=Z, S, R, for N ∈ N. Also any realization of the unique Wyckoff's position of SG33 can be mapped adiabatically to an other position realization without breaking the symmetries. As a consequence, every isolated valence band structure is compatible with a decomposition into elementary band representations [58, 60] of an atomic insulator. Thus, the space group of lattice symmetries strongly constrains the combinatoric space of band structures preventing the formation of any nontrivial topological insulating phases. We can therefore conclude that our characterization line-nodal structures in SG33-AI is exhaustive.
To summarize, we have in this work presented a complete and systematic topological classification and characterization of all symmetry protected line-nodal structures realized in four-band and eight-band subspaces with SG33 in class AI, i.e. preserving TRS and with no spinorbit coupling, at half-filling. We achieved this through a two step process. We started with the topological classification of all line-nodal structures. This was accomplished by only knowing the valence IRREPs combinatorics at the active HSPs and the constraints by the compatibility relations and the band permutation rules due to the nonsymmorphic symmetries in SG33. We were able to show that a great variety of nodal structures can be realized. In particular, we found highly connected nodal structures, composed nodal structures, as well as nodal monopole pairs and nodal thread pairs. This procedure can straightforwardly be extended in the case of a larger number of bands and arbitrary filling conditions.
As a second step, we solved the complementary task of topological characterization of any nodal structure in terms of its local topology and global topology. For this purpose we derived a general algorithm leading to all the local poloidal-toroidal and monopole and thread charges of any elementary nodal structure. These were expressed as homotopy groups over every local loop and the unique surrounding sphere or cylinder resulting from the deformation retract of the punctured BZ (i.e. after subtracting the nodal structure). We then derived and extracted the necessary symmetry protected topological invariants for the charges from the quantized Wilson loop phases computed over two-point (formed by two HSP vertices) and four-point (formed by four HSP vertices) symmetry constrained loops. We showed that these can all be determined fully algebraically from the bare valence IRREPs. To that end, we proposed the drawing of a rosetta stone, namely the compact presentation on the BZ of the bare IRREPs at all HSPs and all possible two and four-point symmetry constrained loops, from which every topological invariants can be readily obtained. We discussed in detail how these two-and four-point invariants determine all the local topological charges of every nodal structure. We also illustrated a complete agreement between the numerical computation of the Wilson loop and this algebraic approach. We finally demonstrated the existence of local and symmetry preserving topological Lifshitz transitions through which independent NLs can be connected, disconnected, and also linked. Taken together, this work constitute an heuristic answer to the exhaustive classification and characterization of the bulk topology of lattice systems with SG33 in class AI, which is very easily extendable to other systems. Furthermore, since the only inputs needed for this definitive topological characterization of semimetallic phases are the valence band IRREPs at the HSPs, our method is optimally suited to be at the core of future intelligent data mining schemes based on ab-initio calculations searching for new topological materials, and thus naturally extends such existing proposals [58, 86, 87] . This appendix briefly introduces the Bloch basis used and the corresponding representation of space group symmetries. It also defines the periodic gauge used in the symmetry reduction of Wilson loops.
In this work we use the Bloch-Löwdin-Zak basis based on site-localized Wannier functions,
where R n points to the symmetry center of each unit cell of the Bravais lattice and r i points to a sub-lattice site i within the unit cell. This choice of basis set for the Fourier transform of the Hamiltonian differential operator gives a trivialization of the total Bloch bundle, as needed in Section III, and leads to a physically relevant definition of the Berry connection and the corresponding holonomy [69, 70] . We can then form the symmetrized Bloch basis
that transforms under the space group symmetry operation {g|τ g } ∈ G as {g|τg} |φ, k = |φ, gk ·Û g (k) , From the IRREP matricesSk g written in the Bloch eigenfunctions we get the IRREP matrices in the cell periodic Bloch eigenfunctions fromSk g = e −igk·τgȒk g . Then, diagonalizing and removing any complex phase factor, as described in Section IV A, we get the bare IRREP eigenvalue matrices Rk g composed only of ±1. We list these in Table VI and show them also in the rosetta stone Fig. 11(a) .
Appendix C: Wilson loop
In this work we use the Wilson loop approach for the computation of topological invariants as developed in [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . In this Appendix we briefly define the continuum Wilson loop and its symmetry properties and then introduce the tight-binding Wilson loop. The continuum Wilson loop is used in the algebraic derivation of symmetry protected topological invariants. The tight-binding Wilson loop is used for the numerical results.
First we define the Berry-Wilczek-Zee connection defined in terms of the valence cell periodic Bloch eigenfunctions |u n , k with n = 1, . . . , N v , i.e.
A mn,µ = u m , k|∂ k µ |u n , k . The Wilson loop can also be expressed in terms of a Wilson loop operator given as a product of valence projectors at successively infinitesimally close points of the loop [88] . Choosing k 0 as the base point of the loop l, it reads [38, 88] . Discretizing the loop in k-space l ∼ = {k i } i=1,...,N l , the tight-binding Wilson loop is given bȳ
This latest form is fully gauge invariant when k N l = k 1 , i.e. when the path is identically closed. For quasi-closed loops, i.e. k N l = k 1 + K where K is a reciprocal lattice vector, we use the periodic gauge which gives,
The translation matrixT (K) depends on the choice of the lattice origin. Shifting the origin by δ 0 leads tô T δ0 (K) = e −iK·δ0T (K). Therefore there is a global U (1) gauge ambiguity of the quasi-closed Wilson loop that comes from the arbitrariness of the definition of the real space origin with respect to the Bravais lattice. This phase can be fixed by requiring that the spectrum of the Wilson loop be symmetric under complex conjugation whenever the loop is foldable by a point symmetry, i.e. whenever gl = l −1 .
Appendix D: Mapping from the bare IRREP eigenvalues to Wilson loop spectra
The explicit mapping M 2 used in the definition of the two-point loop symmetry protected topological invariants of Section IV A is given in Table VII for two  valence states and in Table IX for four valence states, following Refs. [38, 44] . The explicit mapping M 4 used in the definition of the four-point loop symmetry protected topological invariants of Section IV B is given in Table VIII for two valence states and in Table IX [38, 44] . We use the contracted notation + = +1, − = −1, and λ1 = e iϕ 1 . 
